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So SEACYCLE is a project that tries to give a new life to Refshaleøen but also 
to the Baltic Sea. Being as a new Copenhaguen’s Harbour landscape, our chal-
lenge consisted  of defying the linear and regular topography of Copenhaguen 
by offering an unregular landscape that could also perfectly feet with it. 
By earth or by sea you can access to the site, at whatever time of the day 
or the night, to contemplate this perpetual mechanism that works infinitely, 
creating energy and filtering the water. For sports, meditation, contempla-
tion and walks, our site invites everyone to see the ecological landscape, to 
see that nature itself can help us preserving it. It’s a project of coopera-
tion between human and nature that would help eachother on different levels.

We were inspired by Copenhagen’s artificially constructed islands, 
creating a little island by forcing the water to cross our site. 
We wanted a certain atmosphere for our project, with those ma-
chineries incrusting into a semi-natural topography ; a site 
where you connect with the water, you can hear it, you can sense 
it, you can see it you can even smell it with the algeas com-
ing as a smell-reminder from the sea.You can use the steel-mad-
ed footbridges that are strategically disposed in the landscape.  

You can then observe from particular views the treatment that is 
given to the water and the ability of the hydrodnamic power to pro-
duce energy. The material we use for the ground is rubber mulch. 
In this way we want to recover the topography, visualy because we 
want a monomaterial ground that could reffer to a mineral ground 
patterned like gravel or grit, so that we have only three dis-
tinguished categories : the sea, the earth, and the machines.

So SEACYCLE is a project that tries to give a new life to Ref-
shaleøen but also to the Baltic Sea. Being as a new Copenhaguen’s 
Harbour landscape, our challenge consisted  of defying the linear 
and regular topography of Copenhaguen by offering an unregular land-
scape that could also perfectly feet with it. By earth or by sea you 
can access to the site, at whatever time of the day or the night.

you can contemplate this perpetual mechanism that works infinite-
ly, creating energy and filtering the water. For sports, medi-
tation, contemplation and walks, our site invites everyone 
to see the ecological landscape, to see that nature itself can 
help us preserving it. It’s a project of cooperation between hu-
man and nature that would help eachother on different levels. 


